This trick can only be applied to low quality doors, you just unhinge the door and take it off. Most buildings have the hinges on the inside to prevent burglars from applying this trick, but old buildings sometimes still have the hinges on the outside. See below how to unhinge a door.

The only things you need are a hammer and a thin screwdriver. Then go to a door with the hinges on the outside (picture1).
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Then go to a hinge (picture2).
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And put the screwdriver at the bottom of it (picture3).

Then give it a few ticks with the hammer until it comes up (picture4).
Then put the screwdriver under the head of the hinge (picture5).

Then just ram the hinge till the longe nail is out (picture6.)
Then do the same with all the other hinges, when they are all out, you can just take out the door as a whole.

Sidenotes: This tricks only works on old doors with the hinges on the outside, you probally won't find these doors on houses and commercial buildings, but you can find these doors at sheds and storage facilities. But this makes alot of noise so make sure no-one is around to hear it.